### Cases by Emily
Emily (Marini) Aziza  
606 Pleasure Road  
Lancaster, PA 17601  
harpcases@EmilyAziza.com  
(717) 823-8813

She has all patterns for  
Marini Made Harps:  
-- 40-Roma Bella (X-Lrg)  
-- 38-Regency Robusto (X-Lrg)  
-- 36-Roma Rosa (X-Lrg)  
-- 36-Hallel Harp (X-Lrg)  
-- 34-Regency (X-Lrg)  
-- 34-Ultra-Lite (Large)  
-- 31-Hallel Harp (Large)  
-- 27-Hallel Harp (Med.)  
-- 27-Bass Minstrel (Med.)  
-- 28-Bass LAP Harp (Med.)  
-- 26-LAP Harp (Med.)  
-- 24-Lute Harp (Small)  
-- 22-Travel Harp (Small)  
-- 16-Lyre Harp (Small)  
-- 10-Davidic Harp (Small)

Extra Large cases are $375 to $395 + shipping  
Large cases are $325 to $350 + shipping  
Medium cases $235 to $255 + shipping  
Small cases are $95 to $195 + shipping

Colors available:  
-- Black  
-- Maroon  
-- Navy Blue  
-- Royal Blue  
-- Purple

Note: Can be 1 solid color or 2 colors

### Coon Hollow Canvas
Helen Pilling  
P.O.Box 8  
423 Main Street  
Kila, MT 59920  
www.coonhollowcanvas.com  
(406) 752-4766

They have Marini Made Harps patterns for these harps…  
-- 40-Roma Bella (X-Lrg)  
-- 38-Regency Robusto (X-Lrg)  
-- 36-Roma Rosa (X-Lrg)  
-- 36-Hallel Harp (Lrg)  
-- 34-Regency (Lrg)  
-- 34-Ultra-Lite (Med.)  
-- 31-Hallel Harp (Lrg)  
-- 28-Bass LAP (Small)  
-- 27-Bass Minstrel (Small)  
-- 26-LAP Harp (Small)  
-- 10-Davidic Harp (X-Sm)

Note: these cases are “heavy-duty” and therefore more expensive.  
Extra-Large cases are $395 + Shipping  
Large cases are $355 + shipping  
Medium size cases are $315 + shipping  
Small cases are $285 + shipping  
X-Small (10-string) are $110 + shipping

Colors available:  
-- Black  
-- Hunter Green  
-- Maroon  
-- Navy  
-- Royal Blue  
-- Brown  
-- Purple  
-- Red  
-- Silver  
-- Tan  
-- Turquoise  
-- Steel Gray

Note: They prefer using two colors

### Four Seasons Harp Covers
Pam Eldridge  
514 A Crestone Avenue  
Salida, CO 81201  
www.harpcovers.com  
(303) 507-5336

They have Marini Made Harps patterns for these harps…  
-- 36-Hallel Harp (X-Large)  
-- 34-Regency (X-Large)  
-- 34-Ultra-Lite (Large)  
-- 31-Hallel Harp (Large)  
-- 27-Hallel Harp (Small)  
-- 22-Hallel Harp (Small)  
-- 27-Bass Minstrel (Small)  
-- 26-LAP Harp (Small)  
-- 16-Lyre Harp (Small)  
-- 10-Davidic Harp (X-Small)

Extra Large cases are $275.00 + shipping  
Large cases are $245.00 + shipping  
Medium cases $225.00 + shipping  
Small cases are $200.00 + shipping  
Extra Small cases $175.00 + shipping

Colors available:  
-- Black  
-- White  
-- Teal  
-- Forest Green  
-- Burgundy  
-- Navy Blue  
-- Royal Blue  
-- Charcoal  
-- Royal Purple